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THE Kitchen The jack-of-all-trades room: Cook, hang and entertain.

the score

TILE style
We’re digging the
earth-inspired
collections from
Renaissance Tile &
Bath at ADAC West.
Shop neutral hues
and their trademark
vibrant mosaics, each
drafting style from
deftly modern to clean
and contemporary.
404.231.9203,
renaissancetileandbath.com –JW

source-erer Finds like the textured glass in the drawers, a customized hood and 1920s
industrial lights found from an old warehouse are Weinberg’s specialty.

JIM WEINBERG

of a historic 1920s home in Decatur,
the kitchen is a bow to the past, with a
nod to the future. Weinberg’s signature
The superstar of this kitchen is the
style of blending new with old is
unusual Crystallized Mosaic Tile from
apparent in a two-ton organic counterTraditions in Tile (traditionsintile.com)
top coalesced with the retro effect of
that ascends an entire wall. The
iridescent reds and pinks play beautifully the period-specific beadboard below it.
jimweinberglifestyles.com –SDS
against the steel appliances. The heart

SPACE INVADER
“Appliances are the first thing that date a space,” says
Matthew Quinn, a top kitchen specialist at Design
Galleria. “But if I’m going to change anything, lighting
is No. 1—it transforms a room fastest.” Quinn’s last
kitchen overhaul was in Kazakhstan. Before that, London.
Luckily, he’s Atlanta-based so he can bring all that worldly
experience to locals. While marble still rules the counter
world, Quinn predicts monochromatic back-painted glass
will be an ensuing trend. And technology is
tech boom Quinn
the real game-changer. “I just did a TV that
foresees TVs in
ascends from the island.” 404.261.0111,
oven doors in the
near future.
matthewquinncollection.com –SDS
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floor it Renaissance Tile makes
the fine art of Italian glassmaking
accessible across the pond. The
imported Sicis tile transforms a
kitchen floor.

